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ABOUT ASM BOPSTER: 
A South Central LA native, ASM Bopster, is proving he is next up out of LA. Unapologetic and
charismatic, Bopster has quickly become one of his city’s rising stars. After taking up rap as a hobby, he recorded
his song “1 Bitch Pt. 1” in a local studio in his neighborhood. At the time, Bopster was just recording as a pastime,
but once he put the song out, it caught like wildfire and his follow up release“1 Bitch Pt. 2” came shortly after.
Once he posted it online, it would quickly become a certified LA anthem, solidifying his steadfast hometown
support and establishing him as one to watch in rap. After the release of “1 Bitch Pt. 2”, he posted his first full
length tape Welcome 2k ASM. On the heels of his initial success” and with his city behind him, Bopster started
receiving more widespread support and garnering interest from a number of record labels including 300
Entertainment, where he would eventually ink a deal in 2022. Now, Bopster is ready to begin the next chapter of
his music, gearing up for more music - coming soon!
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